SCENE - LED SCE & SCEM SERIES
From Metalumen

Metalumen has introduced the SCENE LED series, and adaptable
family of luminaires engineered to provide excellent lumen output
and even illumination. Through AccuRay® optical technology,
the SCENE LED Series eliminates glare through a controlled
micro dot matrix pattern to distribute light uniformly and deliver a
high vertical cutoff. The fixture, which is available as a pendant,
recessed and surface fixture has been expertly designed to allow
for optimal control and expertly concealed LED’s for no glare. The
family of fixtures is available in two versions – an SCE series for
white light in general applications and an SCEM Series for medical
scene illumination.

The SCE Series is an ideal fixture for offices, meeting rooms
and other commercial applications. Available in 1’x4’ and 2’x2’,
and mountable as either a recessed, pendant or surface wall/
ceiling fixture, the SCENE family allows for uniformity in both
appearance and light output through a space. The fixture is
efficacious, providing between 70-85 Lumens per watt, and
adaptable, with color temperatures ranging from 3000k to
5000k, or tunable white. The fixture face has multiple optics
styles, with perforated shapes and diffusers that provide
excellent distribution with an decorative appearance.
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The SCEM is suitable for medical locations as
well, including ICS, MRI rooms, reception areas
and lobbies. The SCEM is a recessed and
wall/ceiling surface mount fixture that features
many of the same options of the SCE series,
but has some added features specifically for
the medical field. The fixture is coated with an
Anti-microbial white paint, and has the option of
a custom graphic lens which is often asked for
in patient-areas of various medical buildings. The
SCEM also features a 100% aluminum body with
welded seams and stainless steel hardware, and
is tested for trace magnetic properties to ensure
no ferrous materials exist in the fixture.
Both the SCE and SCEM series have a wide
range of lumen outputs ranging from 2000lm to
6000lm, depending on the configuration. Both
are single-circuit, and can have remote drivers
where needed. The range of lumen outputs,
diffused light through AccuRay® and medical
options make the Metalumen SCENE series is a
highly-adaptable fixture that can create uniformity
in a variety of applications.
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